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To: IRRC
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Copy of my letter to the members of the Health Committee

I am writing to you as you are a member of the Health Committee. I have two grandchildren here in PA. I am
very upset about the Department of Health’s changes to the immunization regulations and I am asking that you
not approve these regulations. This is a National Emergency the way the pharmaceutical industry is pushing too
many vaccines too fast on children and our Department of Health is not hearing our concerns and protecting our
children.

The Department is not honoring the requests and concerns of the majority of commenters and I was one of them
who opposed the unreasonable change of the provisional period from 8 months to 5 days. Vaccines all come
with serious risks. Our children are already in danger because of the high number of vaccines on the schedule
and the fact that more and more vaccines are being bundled together (this is very unsafe). But then to decide to
give a child multiple vaccines all within a 5 day period just to catch up their paperwork is putting children’s
health in danger. Children and babies have died from receiving too many vaccines in a day, a week or even a
month. Not to mention the auto-immune illnesses children get from overwhelming their immune systems with
too many vaccines at a time. This is so wrong on so many levels.

The Department also failed to address many other concerns, such as the high cost of a meningitis
mandate. Meningitis is extremely rare and a vaccine for the masses is completely uncalled for. This is the
Vaccine Manufacturers agenda and not in the best interest of our children. Each vaccine has toxins and
continuing to add more vaccines every year is hurting our kids.

The Department needs to be held accountable to the people who will be most affected by this change and I am
asking you, as our elected official, to take action in calling for a review (or disapproval) of these
changes. Please help us protect children from the billion dollar Vaccine Industry Agenda.

Sincerely,

Victoria Tinsley
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